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Installation 
 

In order to use the Akeneo - Linnworks Connector, you need to install the connector via 
Linnworks Application Marketplace. 

1. Log into your Linnworks portal 
2. Head to the Linnworks Application Store 
3. Search for “Akeneo” and install the application 
4. You can try full features of the connector for 10 days 
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Connection 
 

First, you need to create a connection in your Akeneo Instance. 

 

1. Login to your Akeneo account and Head to the Connections page. 
● System > API Connections in version 3.x 
● System > Connections in version 4.x, 5.x 
● Connect > Connection Settings in Serenity and Growth versions. 

2. Click on Create at the right top of the screen. 
 

3. Choose a Label and Code that identifies your connection. For instance: My Linnworks 
Connection as Label and linnworks_connection as connection's code. 

4. When you create or update a connection, you must define a "flow type". 

 

The flow type allows you to define the data flows. More precisely it allows you to indicate the 
direction of a given flow. More about the flow types on Akeneo Documentations 

In order for the Akeneo Connector to function, you must select the Destination connection 
flow type 

This data flow extracts product information from your PIM. 

Whenever you create a connection, the PIM automatically generates a set of credentials for 
you. These credentials are necessary if you want to make any API calls to the PIM. More 
about the authentication over the API is on the Akeneo dedicated API website. 

 

5. After creating your connection in your Akeneo Instance, you must copy your set of 
credentials to the connector connection page. 

 

 Login to your Linnworks portal and go to Apps, under My Applications, click on 
Akeneo. 

 Click On Connection on the left side bar. 
 Enter the set of credentials you got from creating connection in Akeneo here. 
 After you entered your Client Id, Client Secret, Username, Password and your Akeneo 

URL and click save. 
 Please be sure to click on the Test Connection button. 
 If credentials have been entered correctly, you will see a connection success message 

at the bottom of the screen. 
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Configuring Synchronization Profile 
 

General Filters 
 

First you will need to choose what data in Akeneo you are going to synchronize. 

You have to select the Channel (Scope) and Locale of your data. 

You can also filter the number of your products by selecting the category filter. 

Everything in the selected category and its children will be synchronized to Linnworks. 

 

Note: 
There is a product counter below the Category Filter, which shows the total of products being 
surfaced by your selected filter. 

 

Mappings 
Generally, there are 3 types of mappings you can apply: 

1. Price 
2. Title 
3. Description 

Price Mapping 
Price Mapping defines which attribute data in Akeneo should map to your Linnworks Product. 

 Akeneo Attribute: drop-down contains all of your Akeneo attributes that can be used 
as price. 

 Target: drop down defines where this data should go.  
1. Purchase Price: This option synchronizes your product's Akeneo Attribute 

value to your Linnworks Purchase Price. 
2. Retails Price: This option will copy your product's Akeneo Attribute value to 

your Linnworks Retail Price. 
3. Channel: By selecting this option, you can map the product's Akeneo Attribute 

value to a specific channel's price, depending on the channels you have. After 
selecting this option, another drop down will appear which shows the List of 
your channels in Linnworks. Then you can select the channel which will receive 
this data. For example, if you have an Amazon Integration, you can select your 
Amazon channel and map prices to surface in your Amazon channel's price. 

4. Currency: This is the currency of price in your Akeneo Attribute  
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You can add several price mappings and map several Akeneo Attributes to multiple channels 
or other product prices. 

Title Mapping 

Title Mapping allows you to map any Akeneo Attribute value to be used as Title in Linnworks 

 Akeneo Attribute: The drop-down contains all of your Akeneo attributes that can be 
used as title. 

 Target: This drop down defines where this data should go.  
1. Item Title: This option will copy the Akeneo Attribute value to be used as main 

Products title. 
2. Channel: This option will map the Akeneo Attribute value to the desired 

channel. For example, selecting the Amazon channel will map the value to be 
used as Title on your Amazon Channel. 

You can add several title mappings to map several different Akeneo Attributes to multiple 
channels. 

Description Mapping 
Description Mapping allows you to map any Akeneo Attribute value to be used as Description 
in Linnworks. 

 Akeneo Attribute: This drop down contains all of your Akeneo attributes which can be 
used as description. 

 Target: This drop down defines where this data should go.  
1. Metadata: This option will copy Akeneo Attribute value to be used as main 

Product metadata property. 
2. Channel: This option will map the Akeneo Attribute value to the desired 

channel. For example, when choosing Amazon channel, it will replace the 
Amazon's channel's Description. 

Product Settings 

 Product Creation If you turn on this switch, new products will be sent from Akeneo 
and created in Linnworks. If you turn this off, only existing products in Linnworks will 
be updated with Akeneo data. When switched off, no new SKU in Akeneo will be 
created in Linnworks. 

 Images When the switch is set to Do not Upload Images, no images will be sent to 
Linnworks. In order to synchronize your Images, change the switch to Upload Images  

 Main Image This drop down gives you the option to select your Linnworks' Product 
main Image. 

 Barcode This setting will replace your Linnworks' Product Barcode 
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 Width, Height, Depth and Weight are the Linnworks' Dimension Properties in Postage 
Definition section. you can map them to a Metric value matching your Linnworks 
Postage Definition. 

Note 

You can leave any of these options empty. When empty, no data will be sent. 

Extended Properties 
This section allows you to control what extended properties are being synchronized to 
Linnworks and control their names. 

 Map All Attributes in Akeneo 
 Extended Properties Prefix You can define a prefix for All attributes created in 

Linnworks from Akeneo. If you do not want a prefix added to your Akeneo-created 
Extended Properties, leave this value blank. 

Save your profile 
After you have finished configuring your Synchronization Profile, you need to save the profile. 

Click on the save button. 

Run Profile 
The connector will update your Linnworks data periodically, thus you do not need to Run the 
profile manually. Make sure the integration is enabled only on the connection page. If you 
want to force updates manually, click on the Run Now button. 

After clicking Run Now your request will be queued and will run soon. (It might not be in the 
real time) 

 


